Guidelines for Setting up a Daoist Altar

By Chris Grabowski, Daoshi Wu Wei Lin, ADGL

Altars are very personal things, and form the locus for one’s daily spiritual practice. It contains symbolic representations of deities or concepts held sacred to the adept. It also contains ritual implements to aid in paying homage to those deities or concepts. There are many articles on the Internet regarding Buddhist altars, but there are far fewer resources for Daoists. Here are some guidelines for setting up an altar specific to the practice of Quanzhen Daoism, its proper care, maintenance, and use. Throughout this article I will make reference to the altar in my shrine/meditation room. As indicated in the title, these are guidelines and they are meant to be just that, not dogmatic rules.

First, a word about the actual altar itself. I use a small cherry wood end table, about one foot deep, two feet wide, and three feet high. It has a two shelves; an upper one designed with a slight angle for storing books, and a lower one which I use for storing candles and incense. I have draped over the top a silk brocade altar cloth, which helps keep incense ashes and candle wax off the table surface, and adds to its beauty. I got this table at a garage sale 25 years ago and have used it as an altar table ever since. Any similar sized table will serve nicely. Simple or fancy does not matter.

Central to a shrine or altar is an image of the concept or deities one holds sacred. As Daoists, we obviously hold as sacred the concept of the Dao or Way. One can use an image of the daiji (yin/yang) or the daiji surrounded by the bagua. I use a hand painted verse from the Dao De Jing written in Chinese. The largest word on the scroll is Dao (道). Whatever image you use to represent the Dao, it should be placed in the highest place on the altar to indicate its primary importance. I hang mine on the wall behind my altar and slightly above it. Next, one should consider representations of The Three Pure Ones, or San Qing. These are often referred to as the “Daoist Trinity”. They are the Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning, the Celestial Worthy of Numinous Treasure, and the Celestial Worthy of the Way and Its Virtue (the deified Lao Tzu). They represent, among other things, jing, qi, and shen; past, present, future; heaven, earth, humans. The Celestial Worthy of Primordial Beginning should occupy the center of the group. The Celestial Worthy of Numinous Treasure should be placed on the right and Lao Tzu on the left. There are many pictures of the San Qing available in the public domain on the Internet. They can be printed out, put in frames, and placed towards the back of the altar, just below the image representing the Dao. Finally, one’s altar deities should also include a guardian. Typically, in Chinese shrines and temples that I have visited, the guardian deity was located to the left of the main shrine, so I have chosen to
place a statue of Guan Yu on the far left of my altar. Many people mistakenly think that Guan Yu is the God of War, but this is incorrect. While it is true that he was a military general during the Three Kingdoms era in China, he protects those that show faithfulness and honor, not necessarily those going into battle. In Daoism he is held to be a guardian and protector against demons, and in Buddhism he is considered a bodhisattva and a protector of the dharma. There are many images of Guan Yu available commercially. Some show him on horseback, some seated and reading a scroll, and others standing with his sword, “Green Dragon Crescent Blade”, in his hand. If you choose the latter, make sure that the sword is in his right hand as some Tongs (Asian gangs) use an image of Guan Yu with the sword in his left hand. Another option for an altar guardian would be a representation of Zhong Kui. Zhong Kui was a student who was unjustly failed in the Imperial exams in ancient China because of his physical deformity and he killed himself out of shame. Later his spirit defeated the demons plaguing the Emperor and which were causing him severe headaches. Out of gratitude the Emperor granted Zhong Kui official status posthumously. Images of Zhong Kui often depict him with his foot on the throat of a subdued demon. It’s a good idea to have an image of Guan Yu or Zhong Kui, both very fierce looking, to ward off any potential negative energies looking to hitch a ride through your altar.

An incense burner can be placed centrally and in front of the pictures of the Three Pure Ones. It should contain sand or ashes, enough to hold incense sticks placed in it for burning. The incense burner does not have to be fancy, although many are. Mine is just an earthenware tea cup made by an old friend. I usually burn three sticks at a time, twice a day at the morning and evening ceremonies. You should periodically sift the sand in it to remove burned out pieces of incense sticks. Allow your incense sticks to burn out naturally. Don’t extinguish them and reuse them later as this is considered disrespectful. Likewise if a stick of incense burns incompletely, don’t attempt to reuse it for the same reason.

In front of the incense burner you may place three offering cups. These should contain (from left to right) water, rice, and tea. The water and tea I change daily, in the mornings. The tea is the first tea of the day. The rice I change every few days and feed the old to the birds rather than waste it. (Don’t worry, it’s a myth that rice will expand in birds’ stomachs and harm them.) The water represents yang energy, the tea is yin energy, and the rice represents the union of yang and yin nature. These cups can be special ones especially for this purpose that can be obtained at Asian markets, or small teacups.

To the left and right of the offering cups are candles. I use votives as these tend to be less messy (no dripping wax) and safer (no tipping over). As for the candles themselves I try to use auspicious colors such as red. The candle on the right
symbolizes the sun, and may be orange in color; the one on the right, symbolizing the moon, may be white. Make sure the candles are of a high quality so they burn cleanly. I light the candles before morning and evening ceremonies and meditation, and extinguish them directly afterward with a candle snuffer. You can use your finger also. Don’t blow them out. Not only is this considered disrespectful, but they may also smolder, smoke, and the wick will burn down making them harder to relight the next time. Under no circumstances should you let them burn completely down and gutter out. This supposedly leaves a portal open for demons to come through, but if you have a statue or picture of Guan Yu or Zhong Kui, you should be OK.

Those are the basics, but you can expand from there. I also have a small brass bell on the right of the altar that I ring 9 times (3 sets of 3) at the beginning and the end of the morning and evening ceremonies. The purity and clarity of the tone helps to purify the room. I also have my Daoist rosary on the altar to the left of the incense burner so that it is handy for me to say my mantra at the end of the ceremony (san qing jiao zu wu liang tian zun). I also often place seasonal flowers in a bowl of water on the altar wherever there is room. Don’t let the flower get wilted. It should be replaced daily with a fresh one. The same holds true for food offerings if you choose to use them. They should be fresh, changed often, and never left to spoil in front of the altar. Fresh seasonal fruits are best.

Always keep the shrine room where the altar is placed clean and quiet. Remove your shoes before entering, and never recline in front of the altar with your feet pointing at it. Always be respectful and speak in calm tones in front of the altar. Don’t show the altar to anyone who would not be respectful of it. Don’t allow animals in front of the altar or in the shrine area. Remember that this is a place for you to connect with the divine Dao, the source of all that is.